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A Class of Rank-invariants for Perfect Matroid Designs
ANDREA BRINI
The Mobius function and the characteristic polynomial of the geometric lattice associated to a
PMD are calculated . It is then proved that the number ,, (;, v, u) of flats F; of corank v which
intersect a fixed flat F; of corank u in a fixed flat F, of corank i is independent of the choice of F;
and Fi ; finally we exhibit a formula for the calculation of " U, u, u ).
1. INTRODUCTION
A matroid G(5) on a set 5 is a pair (5, r) where 5 is a finite set and r: 2s ~ N satisfies the
following axioms:
(R 1) r(cf» = O.
(R 2 ) r(A):::=; r(A u x ):::=; r(A )+ 1 for every A c 5, x E 5 - A.
(R 3) r(A u B ) + r(A n B ):::=; r(A) + r(B) for every A, B E 5.
The function r is called the rank function of the matroid ; if, moreover,
(R 4 ) r({x}) = 1, r({x, y}) = 2 for every x, y E 5,
one says that G(5) is a geometry. By definition the rank of 0(5), r(G), is the rank of the
set 5.
The points x E 5 such that r({x}) = 0 are called loops ; subsets I£;5 are said to be
independent if r(I ) = II I; bases are maximal independent subsets, and fiats are the subsets
pc 5 such that r(P u x) = r(P) + 1 for every x E 5 - P, together with 5 itself.
Many other equivalent axiomatizations may be found for example in [4] and [10], and
we shall refer to these texts in the sequel for results of the general theory and terminology;
in particular the symbol GfA will denote the restriction of the matroid G(5) to the subset
A c 5, and the symbol G . A will denote the contraction of 0(5) with respect to A c 5.
In this note we consider a particular class of matroids, called perfect matroid designs ,
introduced by U. S. R. Murty in [7]. A perfect matroid design (PMD), is a matroid 0(5)
without loops and such that, for every integer I:::=; k e: r(O) , the flats of rank k (k-flats) all
have the same cardinality a(k); the sequence (a(l), ... ,15/) is called the a-sequence of
the PMD .
The incidence structure of the flats of a PMD shows a high degree of regularity, as
follows from
THEOREM 1 (YoUNG-EDMONDS [11]). Let G (5) be a PMD. For any choice of the
integers 0 ~ i ~ j ~ k ~ r( G) and for any pair ofan i-fiat pi and a k-fiat p k with pi s r', the
number t(i, j, k) ofj-flats P such that pi s;;; P s;;; pk is independent of the choice ofpi and pk.
If one sets t(i, j, k) =0 if and only if i > j or j > k, then the resulting function on triplets is
called t-function of G(5) and obviously assumes values in non-negative integers. The
principal relations between the r-function and the a-sequence of a PMD are expressed in
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THEOREM 2 (YoUNG-EDMONDS [11]). Let G(5) be a PMD, with r(G) = n, and let
(a (1), ... , a (n)) the a-sequence of G(5). Then the following relations hold:
(i ) ( .. k)_t(i,i+1,k).t(i+1,j,k).tu.], - t(i,i+1,j) ,
(ii)
j-lIl (a(k)-a(m»
tii, j, k) = -~-=l_i-----
I-n (a(j)-a(m»
m=i
Thus the t-function of a PMD turns out to be an invariant of the rank, and can be computed
if one knows the a-sequence. Developing this point of view in Section 2 we will prove that
the Mobius function of the geometric lattice of the flats of a PMD is also a rank invariant,
and we will calculate it by means of the t-function, noting how this result generalizes those
already known in the case of Boolean algebras and lattices of subspaces of affine and
projective geometries presented in [8].
In Section 3 we study and calculate the characteristic polynomial and the Whitney
numbers (of the first and second kind) with double index relative to our class of structures.
Finally in Section 4 it is proved that the number y(i, v, u) of flats F; which intersect a
fixed flat F; of corank u in a fixed flat F, of corank i, F, £ Fu, is independent of the choice of
F; and Fu , and is therefore a rank invariant as well. Furthermore, the invariant y(i, v, u) is
calculated as arithmetic expression of suitable values of the t-function. This solves, in a
more general context, the problem raised by M. Deza and N. M. Singhi in [5].
2. THE MOBIUS FUNCTION OF THE LATTICE ASSOCIATED TO A PMD
Let G(5) be a matroid, and let L(G) denote the geometric lattice of its flats. The Mobius
function of L(G) is the function I-' :Lx L ~ Z defined recursively as follows:
(i) I-'(x, y) =°if x< y
(ii) I-'(x, x) = 1 for every xL(G)
(iii) I-'(x, y) = - Lx"'z<vl-'(x, z) if x <yo
The following lemma is a known result of L. Weisner (d. [8][9]):
LEMMA 1. Let L be a finite lattice, bEL, b>O. Then Lx:xvb=al-'(O,X)=o for every
a EL.
The second lemma of this paragraph shows that the Mobius function is an invariant of
the rank in the case of geometric lattices associated to PMD's.
LEMMA 2. Let G(5) be a PMD, and L(G) the associated geometric lattice. Then
I-'(0, x) = I-'(0, y) for every pair x, y E L(G) such that r(x) = r(y).
PROOF. We proceed by induction on the rank of the points of the lattice. Obviously, if
r(x) = r(y), then I-'(0, x) = I-'(0, y), and the statement is true. Suppose now that our
assertion holds for all points of rank n. We show that it is then true for all points of rank
n + 1. Let x, y E L(G) be such that r(x) = r(y) = n +1 and consider the intervals [0, x] and
[0, y] in L(G). It is known that such intervals are themselves also geometric lattices and
that the corresponding Mobius functions I-'x and I-'y coincide with the restriction of I-' to the
respective intervals. Now let a, b E L(G), r(a) = r(b) = 1, a < x, b < y. Then by Lemma 1
we have









Now, the points Z E L(G) such that z < x and z va = x are precisely the points z » a such
that r(z) =n, by submodularity of geometric lattices. But then, L(G) being the lattice of
flats of a PMD, these points are teO, n, n + 1) - t(l, n, n + 1) in number, and by induction
hypothesis we have that ~ (0, z ) is a constant C independent of the choice of z. Thus
~ (0, x) =~ (0, y) = - (t(O, n, n + 1) - t(l, n, n + 1)) . C.
The next theorem gives the explicit calculation of the Mobius function of the lattice
L(G) associated to a PMD.
THEOREM 3. Let G(5) be a PMD ofrank n. LetL(G) be the geometric lattice ofthe flats
of G(5) and ~ the Mobius function of L(G). Then
k
~(x, y) = (_l)k-i IT (t(i,j -l,j)-t(i + 1,j -I,m
j=i+1
for all x, y E L(G) such that x ~ y and r(x) = i, r(y) =k.
PROOF. We set rex) =°and proceed by induction with respect to the rank of y. Let
r(y) = 1: then ~ (0, y) = -1 and hence the assertion holds. By the induction hypothesis,
suppose now that the statement holds for every z E L(G) such that r(z) =k. Now let a be
an atom of L(G), a < y, r(y) = k + 1. Applying Lemma 1 we obtain the relation
k
~(O, y)= -(teO, k, k+1)-t(l, k, k+1))· (_l)k. IT (t(O, i-I, i)-t(l, i-I, i)).
i=1
If we now recall that every interval of a geometric lattice L(G) is again a geometric lattice
isomorphic to the lattice associated to the matroid which is the contraction of G(5) with
respect to the flat defined by the minimum of the interval, and further that every
contraction of a PMD is again a PMD, we can complete the demonstration by repeating the
reasoning used in the first part of the proof.
One notes that this result generalizes the known cases of Boolean Algebras and the
lattice of subspaces of Affine and Projective Geometries.
3. CHARACTERISTIC POLYNOMIAL AND WHITNEY NUMBERS
Given a matroid G(5) on the set 5, the corank of a subset A s;;; 5 is defined to be the
non-negative integer c(A) = r(5) - rCA). If L(G) denotes the geometric lattice associated
to the matroid G(5), the characteristic polynomial of G(5) is the function
peG; A) = L ~(O, x)A c(x)
xeL
if G(5) does not have any loops; if G(5) has a loop we define the characteristic polynomial
to be identically zero. One has the following lemma on the representation of the
characteristic polynomial.
LEMMA 3. Let G(5) be a matroid on the set 5. Then
rio, A) = L (_1)IAIAcIA).
As;;S
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Various proofs of this result may be found, for example, in [1], [2] or [3]. We therefore
limit ourselves to the observation that the result holds for both matroids without loops and
for matroids with loops.
The jth Whitney number of the first kind is defined to be W~ (j), the coefficient of the
monomial of degree j in P(G ; A). In other words W~(j)=L eL ~(O, x) . 8(c(x), j).
The jth Whitney number of the second kind W~ (j) is defined to be the number of flats
of corank j in G(5). In other words W~(j)= LxeL 8(c(x), j).
We now consider the case of perfect matroid designs. One can define the Whitney
numbers of the first and second kind with double index in the following way:
(i) W~ U, j) = L ~ (x, y) . 8(c(y), j) for every i, j
yeL
.x~y
such that O~ro;;·i~r(G),c(x)=i, c(y)=j.
(ii) W~U, j) = tin - i, n - j, n) where n = r(G).
We note that the first definition makes sense (that is W~ U, j) is well defined) in view of
the results of the preceding paragraph. Furthermore one has the relation W~U, j) =
W~U, j)~ (x, y), where x, yare two arbitrary points of L(G) having corank i and j
respectively. W~U, j) is well defined by reason of Theorem 1.
The Whitney numbers of the first and second kind associated to a PMD may therefore be
tabulated in two square matrices W~ and W~ each (n + 1) x (n + 1) and lower triangular,
with all diagonal entries equal to 1.The following lemma expresses a fundamental relation
between the matrices W~ and W~ and is a consequence of a result proved by T. Dowling
in [6] for the more general case of uniform geometries.
LEMMA 4. Let G(5) be a PMD of rank n. Let W~ and W~ be its Whitney matrices and
let I the in + l)x (n + 1) identity matrix. Then W~W~ = I.
4. THE INVARIANTS y(i, v, u ) FOR PMD's
Given three integers 0 ~ v, u < i ~ r( G ) = n, let F; be a fixed flat of corank u and F; a
fixed flat of corank i such that F; c Fi; the F's being flats of a PMD G(5). Let YU, v, u) be
the number of flats F; of corank v such that F; n F; = F; and set YU, v, u) = 0 if v> i or
u > i. In order to prove our result concerning the independence of YU, v, u) of the choice of
F; and Fi; it is first necessary to establish some lemmas.
LEMMA 5. Let G(5) be a matroid of rank n and let F denote the family of its flats. For





L P( G . F'; A) = L P( G . F'; A)
F'eF F'<;;S-F
F'r>F=<!>
since, if F' c 5 is not a flat of G(5) then the contraction G . F' has loops and thus its
characteristic polynomial is identically zero. Now, by Lemma 3,
L P(G·F';A)= L L (_l) ITI-IF"Ac(Tl= L (-lFIAc (T) L (_l) IF'I;
F'<;;S-F F'<;;;S-F T~F' T<;;S F'<;;Tr>(S-F)
Rank-invariants for PMD's
but on the other hand,
L (-1)'F'/ = 1 if T £ F,
F'~Tn(S-F)
and is zero otherwise; but then
L P(G·F';A)= L (-1)'TIAc(T)=Ac(Flp(G/F;A).
F'eF T~F
F'nF=4>
As an easy consequence of Lemma 5 one can prove
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LEMMA 6. LetG(S) bea matroid ofrank n, F its family offlats and U, F E F with U £F.
Then
Ac(Flp«G/F)· U; A) = L P(G . F'; A).
F'eF
F'nF~U
Recalling the definitions given at the beginning of this paragraph and applying Lemma
6, one can immediately verify
LEMMA 7. AUP«G/Fu)' r.. A) = LO,,"v,,"i y(i, v, u)P(G . Fv ; A).
Now the polynomial AUP«G/Fu)'Fi;A) has degree i, while the polynomials
P( G . Fv ; A) have degree v, V:;;;; i. Moreover, for each v, the kth coefficient of the
polynomial P( G . F v ; A) is the entry W2T (e, k) in the Whitney matrix of the first kind W2T
of the PMD G(S). Hence we can formulate the
LEMMA 8. Let C; be the coefficient of the monomial ofdegree k in AUP«G/Fu) . Fi; A).
Then Ci. = LO,,"v,,"i y(i, v; u) W2T(v, k).
Now, this last result is a vector relation which asserts the equality of the row vector Ch
(k = 0,1, ... , i) with the product of a row vector y(i, v, u) (v = 0,1, ... , i) by the upper
left corner submatrix of order (i + 1) x (i + 1) of the Whitney matrix of the first kind W2T. It
is however easy to see that this submatrix is exactly the Whitney matrix of the first kind
associated to the PMD G . Fi; the contraction of G(S) with respect to one of its flats F, of
corank i, and which therefore has as its inverse the upper left corner submatrix of order
(i x 1) x (i + 1) in the matrix W~.
Hence we can formulate the principal result of our note:
THEOREM 4. LetG(S) be a PMD ofrank n. The number vii, v, u) offlats F; ofcorank v
which intersect a fixed flat Fu of corank u in a fixed flat F, of corank i is independent of the
choice ofF; and F; Furthermore one has
y(i, v, u) = L Cu : tin - k, n - v, n),
u e k e i
where
n-k
Ck = tin -i, n -k, n -u)· (_1/- k • 11 tttn -i, m -1, m)-t(n -i +1, m -1, m)).
m=n-i+l
PROOF. We need only to note the fact that the value of y(i, v, u) is invariant with
respect to the choices of F; and F, follows from the independence of the preceding
calculation from such choices.
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